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Nudie Jeans Climate Policy
INTRODUCTION  

We, Nudie Jeans, endeavor to reduce the emissions from all our business activities in line with the 
1.5-degree pathway, including emissions from our full supply chain. Climate change and its conse-
quences are of the utmost concern to Nudie Jeans, as our entire business relies on access to raw 
materials and resources from healthy ecosystems with strong biodiversity. Our global supply chain 
depends on both thriving communities and natural environments. 

COMMITMENT

Nudie Jeans’ climate actions are integrated parts of our overall sustainability commitment, where 
circular and sustainable flows of resources and transparency in the supply chain are motivating forces 
for successful climate work. Nudie Jeans’ membership in the Swedish Textile Initiative for Climate 
Action (STICA) puts our work and commitment in a larger textile context, and we follow the Green 
House Gas Protocol as a standard and guide to measure and manage our greenhouse gas emissions, 
with 2018 as our base year.

Nudie Jeans is committed to continuously mapping all our greenhouse gas emissions from scope 1, 
2, and 3 according to the Green House Gas Protocol. We are committed to setting Science-Based 
Targets in line with the 1.5-degree pathway, establishing clear action plans for reducing emissions 
where possible, and working with both carbon offsetting and insetting of the remaining greenhouse 
gas emissions generated by our business. Besides the commitments to reach our climate objectives, 
we are committed to fulfilling the binding requirements between Nudie Jeans and the STICA network, 
its members, and other relevant stakeholders connected to the binding requirements. 

One of the key improvement points in our value chain, is the transition from consumption of fos-
sil-based energy, to energy from renewable sources.

We are actively working to decrease the climate impact in the user phase of our garments by continu-
ing to scale up and develop our circular activities. These include prolonging the life of our garments 
through our repair services, offering secondhand garments, and increasing the use of recycled fibers, 
both from the stream of collected Nudie Jeans garments and from general post and pre-consumer 
textile waste. The climate aspect is to a large extent a significant component in our policy framework 
and is included in Nudie Jeans’ Sustainability Policy, Internal Sourcing Policy, Code of Conduct, Sus-
tainable Material Tool, Travel Policy, and Internal Purchase Policy. The Nudie Jeans board of directors 
has overall accountability for Nudie Jeans’ climate impact and work towards an environmentally bal-
anced business, in which carbon-reducing activities play a crucial role. 


